Status of Instrument Development in the Field of Human-Animal Interactions & Bonds: Ten Years On
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Abstract

The multidisciplinary nature of human-(nonhuman) animal interactions (HAI), and global interest in HAI development, has led to an explosion of research in recent years justifying the need to update previous reviews in the subject area. This paper reports the results of a systematic literature review focusing on measures of HAI created in the ten-year period since previous reviews ended (2008). Thirty new HAI questionnaires were identified using two sets of search terms. Results indicated that reliability and validity testing were still not standard within tool creation. Companion animal HAI remained dominant in the instrument field; however, there was continued research...
into exotic animal HAI and the initiation of research into therapy and assistance animal HAI. Refinement of terminology and consistent use of definitions could facilitate researchers from various disciplines being able to locate relevant research in future. Similar review updates are recommended for attitudes to animal tools.
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Human- (non-human) animal interaction (HAI) is a term used to describe an occasion where an animal and human influence each other, for example, communicate with or react to one another (Bokkers, 2006). HAI's can lie anywhere within the spectrum of positive to negative, purposeful to accidental, a one-off or routine, and does not necessarily need to be perceived equally by both parties (Bokkers, 2006).


Findings from Wilson and Netting's (2012) review on what characterizes a good HAI tool are useful for creating better tools. For example, practical HAI tools should have a name and allow access to them for use elsewhere. This sounds obvious but is not always met in tool design. For example, Kurdek (2009) cited the sources that questions were adapted from, but a name and a copy of the final scale and wording used was not provided. It is also likely that some questionnaires are simply not designed as tools for repeated use and therefore are not named further than their descriptions (e.g., Arahori et al., 2017; Pongrácz & Szapu, 2018). Not having access to these basic features limits a tool’s development and opportunity for citation and use elsewhere because of the difficulty in finding and using them. Other common features of successful HAI instruments include the identification of their context for use; rarely are questionnaires able to be applied universally without some of the question meanings being lost in translation, which can invalidate data being collected.

Defining context for use allows a tool’s construct validity to be maintained (i.e., the degree to which a test measures what it claims, or purports, to be measuring) (Belshaw et al., 2015). Other types of validity testing recommended to
ensure tools are accurate in what they measure include content validity, face validity, and criterion validity (Cronbach & Meehl, 1955). To avoid biasing users, wording in tools should also aim to avoid conjecture or anthropomorphism – unless these factors are under investigation.

Reliability testing is equally important to carry out as it reports the consistency of a measure. Different types exist (e.g., internal consistency, test-retest reliability, and inter- and intra-rater reliability), and it depends on what data are being collected as to which tests are best suited for purpose. (A 2015 paper by Belshaw et al. provided a useful summary of these tests and their importance.) Both validity and reliability testing are advised in tool design to allow authors and others viewing the results to evaluate the quality of data that a questionnaire can collect.

The aim of this systematic literature review was to explore how many new tools had been created in the ten-year period since Wilson and Netting’s (2012) review ended (end of 2008) and provide an appendix of new tools in continuation on from the one they presented. It is hoped that providing this information on new tools’ forms, functions, validity/reliability evidence, and popularity of use will allow other researchers to easily identify which tools are most efficient for purpose, and which may need development in future work. Due to the large number of tools in existence, regular review of the subject area also allows valuable work to be tracked, traced, and not lost in the ever-increasing field of HAI research.

Methods

To achieve continuity with Wilson and Netting’s (2012) work, we used their methods to identify and review HAI tools developed in this field since 2009. However, following completion of the review, three additional tools not captured using Wilson and Netting’s (2012) search terms were identified through hand searches in papers. A second systematic literature review was therefore conducted using an updated set of search terms to reflect the changes and advances in the field, in the hope of capturing all new instruments created between 2009 and 2018. Here we present the results of both stages of the systematic review and the instruments identified within the process.

Literature was systematically reviewed according to PRISMA guidelines (Moher et al., 2009). An initial review was conducted using Wilson and Netting’s (2012) methodology as a baseline, which had built upon Anderson’s (2007) methods. The suitability of search phrases used in the original review were tested using the National Library of Medicine (NLM) PubMed database with Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) terminology. The search term
“Bonding, Human-Pet” (Wilson & Netting, 2012), continued to be a preferred term in the MeSH database over “Animal-Human Bond***” (and “Companion animal,” “Human-Pet Bonding,” and “Pet-Human Bonding”), meaning it was more likely to be used as a label to identify an article’s content theme. The search terms “Animal, Domestic AND Human***,” “Object relation AND domestic animal***,” and “Animal-assisted therap***” were also preferred terms within the MeSH database in 2019; the latter therefore replacing “Pet Therapy” which was previously used in the Wilson and Netting (2012) review. The databases and journals searched are described in Table 1, alongside the qualifying criteria for a paper’s (HAI tool’s) eligibility.

Table 1: The nine qualifying criteria for screening records during the systematic literature review

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Qualifying Criteria for Screening</th>
<th>Justification for Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Published between 01/01/2009 and 01/01/2019.</td>
<td>To allow for an update of the previous review completed up to 31/12/2008.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Identified in: Databases: Science Direct, Google Scholar, ETHOS and OpenGrey PUBMED, Scopus, ProQuest, PsychINFO, PsychArticles, HABRicontrol, and OpenGrey; or Journals: Anthrozoös, Society &amp; Animals, and the Journal of Applied Animal Welfare Science (JAAWS); or within citation lists of any qualifying papers (backwards from reference lists, and forwards from citing papers). These databases allow review of peer reviewed publications and post graduate research theses, sources considered most reputable for research findings.</td>
<td>Databases commonly used in systematic literature reviews (e.g., Google Scholar, Science Direct) alongside databases specializing in HAI research (e.g., HABRicontrol).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Written or translated in English.</td>
<td>Lack of funding for translation services. Only impacted one record which contained a pilot HAI / attitude survey (see Table 2).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Tool focuses on human subjects (rather than related to measuring non-human animal behavior).</td>
<td>To review HAI questionnaires only, as per Wilson and Netting (2012).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Qualifying Criteria for Screening

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Justification for Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Tool measures a specific HAI, i.e., one which had or did exist, rather than general attitude towards non-human animals.</td>
<td>As per Anderson (2007). To ensure that tools reviewed were HAI specific (i.e., focused on “interaction”) and not focused on other factors that might only influence HAI.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Based on or adapted from empirical data collection.</td>
<td>To avoid use of biased research. As is standard in scientific reviews and as per Wilson and Netting (2012).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>At least partly based on quantitative methods for data collection (i.e., tools relying solely on qualitative methods or using only semi-structured or observational approaches were excluded).</td>
<td>To specifically review HAI tools as per Wilson and Netting (2012).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Was named as an assessment tool and did not just include a one-off question/s on HAI.</td>
<td>To specifically review HAI tools as per Wilson and Netting (2012).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Tool is either completely original or contains sections measuring HAI that were original or had originality i.e., had been reworded / adapted using questions from several other surveys (e.g., was not just using sections derived directly from pre-existing surveys).</td>
<td>All original tools should be picked up via the systematic review of literature. Therefore, including studies which incorporated non-original tool/question use would not generate any new data in terms of HAI tools in existence.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We decided to conduct an additional systematic literature review after three peer-reviewed papers were identified which were not found in the original review. The suitability of search phrases was trialed to ensure they captured these additional records and to ensure they reflected recent step changes in approaches to terminology. Search phrases used were: “human-pet” or “companion animal” or “pet-human” or “human-animal” or “pet owner,” alongside “bond**” or “interact**” or “relation**” or “attach**.”
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Results

Unconventionally, it was decided to use both sets of results in the review as each revealed original HAI tools that the other did not. (The first search based on Wilson and Netting’s [2012] search terms identified 12 tools that the second search terms did not, while the second search revealed six tools that the first did not.) Thirty original tools were identified using both systematic literature review search methods (Appendix 1). The number of records identified by both methods at various stages of the systematic literature review are summed and shown in Figure 1. Appendix 1 lists all the original questionnaires identified during both searches, alongside what they measured, information on their structure, details of validity and reliability testing (if present), and the original source in which they were published. Table 2 shows the five records for which full access was unavailable due to a paywall, language barrier, and/or failure to obtain via contacting authors or institutions privately.

The 30 HAI questionnaires identified ranged in purpose from measuring human-animal attachment (and attachment types), relationships, bonds, compatibility, parenting styles, empathy, social support, interaction types, willingness to make sacrifices, and willingness for self-disclosure with a companion animal. The majority of questionnaires (22) were targeted at companion animal species, eight of which focused on dogs, and three on cats. Two questionnaires focused on horses, which may or may not be counted as companion animals, however, since, in the context of these HAI studies (Dinges, 2015; Sloan-Brown, 2013), they were categorized as therapy animals. Only one of the tools designed for dog HAI measurement was specifically focused on service dogs (Fratkin, 2015), but this was examining relationships between puppy-raisers and guide dogs-in-training, so was not strictly looking at working relationships.

Some of the questionnaires explored companion animals as “safe havens” (Kurdek, 2009) or as providing some sort of emotional support in the context of a companion animal rather than a service animal (e.g., for assistance or therapy). Six questionnaires focused on zoo animals’ relationships with keepers, all of which were designed for use with multiple animal species. One

---

1 Appendix 1 is freely available on the external website ResearchGate: https://rb.gy/80akn7.
The questionnaire was designed for generic HAI measurement and was presumably for use in any species.

Of the 30 papers containing the tools identified, 19 reported internal consistency reliability testing; the most common test being Cronbach's alpha, which was employed 15 times. Principal component analysis (PCA) was also commonly reported (12 studies) often alongside Cronbach's alpha (in 9 studies). Only four papers mentioned test-retest reliability measures alongside tests for internal consistency. Eleven papers mentioned no form of reliability testing.
Twenty papers mentioned no form of validity testing other than face validity based on similarity to a previous tool, or content validity based on literature review and expert consultation (it was assumed most questionnaires had some type of face or content validity, when based on or informed by previous research or established tools purporting to measure similar constructs). The most popular form of validity testing was convergent validity testing (used in 6 of the 10 papers that validity tested) and was often used alongside construct validity testing. However, some appeared to use this terminology interchangeably with criterion testing. Use of exploratory factor analysis (5/10),

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Record</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Relevant Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Murrow (2013).</td>
<td>ProQuest.</td>
<td>Abstract mentions use of behavioral tests and the Devereux Student Strengths Assessment (DESSA), indication that it is unlikely to include an original HAI tool.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michalopoulos (2017).</td>
<td>ProQuest</td>
<td>Abstract states data were collected utilizing an online self-report survey and indicates attachment style exploration; however, details of the survey questions were not provided.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siess (2018).</td>
<td>ProQuest</td>
<td>Abstract indicates survey includes questions on the amount of comfort participants receive from their companion animals. Unclear whether it is Zasloff’s CCAS (1996) used or an original tool.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: *Unavailable due to a paywall, use of non-English language, or failure to obtain access privately via contacting authors.
confirmatory factor analysis (2/10) and divergent validity testing (2/10) were also cited in the studies. Eight studies used a form of both reliability and validity testing (other than face validity).

The Companion Animal Bonding Scale (CABS; Poresky et al., 1987), Lexington Attachment Scale (LAPS; Johnson et al., 1992), Comfort from Companion Animals Scale (CCAS; Zasloff, 1996), Companion Animal Semantic Differential (CASD; Poresky et al., 1988), and Pet Attachment Questionnaire (PAQ; Zilcha-Mano et al., 2011) were cited as comparative tools used when criterion testing appeared. The eight tools that used both validity (other than face or content) and reliability testing in their design were: a) the Assessment of Dog Owners’ Behaviours & Experiences – Version 1 (ADOBE-I) scale; b) Behaviours Indicative of Attachment with Pets Scale (BIAPS); c) Emotional and Supportive Attachment to Companion Animals Scale (ESACA); d) Horse Bonding Scale (HBS); e) Human-Animal Interaction Scale (HAINS); f) Pet Dogs as Attachment Figures & Safe Havens in Young Adults Questionnaire; g) Relationship Questionnaire; and h) The Short Attachment to Pets Scale (SAPS) for children and young people (see Appendix I for full details).

Nine of the 30 tools had been published in Anthrozoöis, while others were published in journals on topics ranging from behavior and veterinary science, child development, personality, and zoo biology. There were also five tools that were developed by post-graduate student research and published with open access online as doctoral or MSc theses. Five of the 30 tools identified in the reviews had been used in subsequent peer reviewed, published studies.

Discussion

The context for many of the most recent HAI measures comes from companion animals (including horses but mainly dogs and cats) and zoo animals, for which research into keeper bonds with animals is growing. It is of note that within this review, few tools were designed for HAI measurement in service, assistance, or working animal-human dyads, outside of equine therapy and puppy-raisers for guide dogs-in-training. It is debatable whether zookeepers training animals for displays can be counted as working partnerships because training is often considered part of an enrichment program within the animal’s husbandry routines (Melfi, 2013).

Due to the size and scope of this field and the range of roles working animals play in modern society (e.g., detection, assistance, therapy, herding, hunting) the lack of focused exploration that has taken place thus far is surprising and lends itself well as an important topic for future research to address. The
same can be said for species-specific tools; companion animals appear to be well represented in tools but the variety of species that can be categorized as a modern companion animal or “pet” is no longer restricted to just mammals. Companion animals may include birds, fish, and reptiles alongside less domesticated mammalian species that may also be classed as exotic (e.g., sugar gliders and chinchillas). These species may need tailored questionnaires that have been validated and reliability tested for that species to ensure they are meeting their intended purpose. It is surprising that questionnaires for rabbit-based HAI s have not yet been explored considering that they are the UK’s third-most popular mammalian companion animal (Pet Food Manufacturing Association, 2019). Exploration of less traditional or less common species-specific HAI s could allow greater learning on what animal attributes create a bond or relationship by identifying more of those species that do not do so as readily (which may be why they have not yet been studied).

The use of reliable and valid measures of HAI is of utmost importance in questionnaire design (Grinnell, 1997). Face, content, criterion, and construct validity are important in development (Grinnell, 1997; Wilson & Netting, 2012). The majority of questionnaires found in this review obtained a logical sample of questions from the abundance of potential items via good judgement and a strong knowledge of the field (a form of content validity) and measured what they purported to from the perception of both the designers and the respondents (face validity). However, the incorporation of criterion validity and construct validity was less common.

Assessment of construct validity could theoretically prove difficult because HAI s are complex, two-way, multi-factorial, and often contextual events, and to assess the meaningfulness of this from a single questionnaire can be problematic. This is further complicated by the variation in terms and definitions used to describe HAI s. For example, many tools stating they measure the human-animal bond (HAB) tended to focus on human-centric questions. However, without questions representing the animal’s investment in said HAB, there is risk of only measuring human attachment (attachment being unidirectional and therefore different to a bond). Terminology and definitions within HAI do not always make this distinction in these relationships clear. For example, Johnson et al. (1992) defined a HAB as “an emotional attachment between an owner and their pet” (p. 160) and therefore risked the loss of construct validity. A single set of universal terms and definitions are yet to be agreed upon but would be highly valuable in future tool design and HAI research.

Payne et al. (2015) recognized the often-overlooked animal representation within HAB tool questions. They suggested tools that were able to tease apart the underpinnings of an HAI could increase the understanding of the animals’
perspective of the associated human. This may involve the use of new questions that objectively address how an animal behaves or responds to a person in different HAI situations. This is important when studying HAI due to the associated implications for animals’ welfare and wellbeing in their relationships with humans. If HAI focus is solely on the human experience, then it is failing to engage with the animal half of the interaction.

Questionnaire designers need to be sensitive to cultural differences and terminology use that may compromise the validity and reliability of a HAI questionnaire for universal use. The same could be said for the use of one HAI questionnaire across different species, or the same species used for different purposes. Validity and reliability testing, and improving tools to increase their validity/reliability, could assist instrument inclusivity if designed and tested for widespread use across cultures, across species, and across industries. Repeat tool testing in new research or for new populations should be commonplace and encouraged by peer reviewers to ensure data quality remains high. This tended to fall by the wayside in some of the tools reviewed here if previously validity/reliability tests had been carried out.

Validity and reliability testing took different forms but were still not consistently used for new tools created since the start of 2009, even after Wilson and Netting (2012) highlighting this issue nearly a decade earlier. Part of the reason for this may be time constraints and a researcher’s need for a “quick and dirty” analysis of a research topic. In these cases, it would be advised – where possible – not to reinvent the wheel, but to use a previously established questionnaire instead. There is still further scope for increased reliability and validity testing in the design and use of new HAI tools, which should continue to be implemented to ensure strong data. Many tools relied too heavily on face and content validity over construct and criterion validity testing. Similarly, although internal consistency measures were included in over 50% of new tools, inter- and intra-rater measures were lacking. Language used was important; occasionally the terminology chosen, or explanations of reliability/validity testing, led to difficulty in determining which type of validity or reliability characteristics were being tested. For example, criterion validity was occasionally classed as construct validity, possibly due to criterion-related validity being the examination of whether a tool behaves as per the theory of its construct. To confuse matters further, criterion validity was sometimes referred to as concurrent validity (Cronbach & Meehl, 1955), demonstrating the minefield of this subject area.

Only five of the 30 HAI tools identified had been used in further peer-reviewed studies. These tended to be by original authors who continued the tool’s development to refine, validate, or evolve it further. This finding, alongside anecdotal
observation, suggested that many modern HAI studies still turn to classic HAI tools (e.g., the Lexington Attachment to Pets Scale). However, this highlights the need for the continued validity and reliability testing of these original tools over time as cultures and terminology evolve within the same population. New terms, for example, “fur baby” (see Greenebaum, 2004), are being coined, in part reflecting the cultural shift in the importance of some people’s relationships with their companion animals. For instance, in November 2009, the UK’s internet search interest for the phrase “fur baby” was one-fourth as popular as in November 2017, when the term reached peak popularity according to Google Trends (2019). This illustrates how tools may become outdated if not kept up to date in phrasing and language use. Continued review and development of established tools is vital as the number of different HAI approaches increases (Wilson & Netting, 2012). Equally, there is also risk of those not cited regularly becoming lost in the field, despite potentially harboring promising ideas for question content and fresh approaches to construct design.

This review highlighted that many HAI scales were not created or used in isolation but in conjunction with other scales and questionnaires to ascertain human-animal attachment levels or emotional investment levels. These included the Animal Empathy Scale (Paul, 2000), the Rusbult Investment Model (Rusbult et al., 1998), the Network of Relationships Inventory (NRI; Furman & Burmheister, 2009), Attachment Style Questionnaire (ASQ; Feeney et al., 1994), the Stuffed Animal Attachment Questionnaire (Cromer & Freyd, 2004), the Multi-Dimensional Support Scale (MDSS; Winefield et al., 1992), and the Observation Coding Tool for Human-Animal Interaction Research (OHAIRE; Guérin et al., 2018). Personality tests including the NEO-5 factor Inventory (Costa & McCrae, 2009), Inventory of Parent and Peer Attachment (IPP; Armsden & Greenberg, 1987), and the Dog Big Five Inventory (Konok et al., 2015) were also used. Some of these co-measures were used to help validate HAI tool findings, while some allowed further insight into reasoning behind the findings from the HAI questionnaires.

**Limitations**

Any tools published after the 1st of January 2019 were not included in the search criteria. Searches were limited to records that met criteria stated in Table 1 (based upon Anderson [2007] and Wilson and Netting’s [2012] original reviews). Due to the number of search results generated, it was necessary to have a strict eligibility criterion and search strategy. Budget constraints meant that sources such as postgraduate student theses, which required payment to access (n = 3), were not included in the review. The five tools for which access
could not be gained are shown in Table 2. Information from their abstracts suggested that the majority were unlikely to include novel tools, but this cannot be confirmed for certain without viewing the records in their entirety.

The range of search terms needed to identify relevant papers in this review highlighted the variation in terminology and methodology in instruments that measure HAI. Greater consistency in terminology may enable the separation of HAI measures into subcategories rather than grouping them all together, which could benefit future reviews and save time.

In this paper, different search terms were used across databases and journal sources to ensure identification of the maximum number of papers. As illustrated by finding different papers across two searches, it currently remains difficult to identify all relevant resources using one set of search terms. As Wilson and Netting (2012) observed, it remains challenging to determine which papers included a HAI measurement questionnaire from the title or abstract, without detailed evaluation of papers. Better definition of terms, rationale, populations, and context for questionnaire use by authors could help researchers identify appropriate resources more easily.

Other available indirect measures of HAI (realized and unrealized; for example, human empathy scales, personality traits, compassion, humaneness, and anthropomorphism measures) may also be worthy of separate review for consideration in new instrument designs. Searches we employed here picked up on some of the attitude assessment tools available, including the Emotion Reporting Questionnaire (ERQ) and Emotional Behaviour Questionnaires (EBQ; Konok et al., 2015); the Brief Measures of the Animal Attitude Scale (ASS-10 and AAS-5; Herzog et al., 2015), and the Coleman Dog Attitude Scale (CDAS; Coleman et al., 2016), and identified some records of qualitative measures of HAI assessment too. Anderson (2007) estimated that 40 percent of human-animal studies were focused on attitudes towards animals, including large literature reviews of animal attitude scales (Herzog & Dorr, 2000; Wilson & Netting, 2012). For this reason, Anderson (2007) did not include these types of tools in his review and nor did we here, highlighting a difference in our continued review from that of Wilson and Netting’s (2012). However, we feel this amount of literature warrants separate review and recommend that a future review focuses specifically on measures of attitude toward animals using a tailored set of search terms for this purpose.

The screening criteria selected placed focus on novel and original tools (see Table 1, Criteria 9); however, this meant some named tools such as the Pet Attachment and Life-Impact Questionnaire (PALS; DeMarni et al., 2013), the Pet Perks Survey (Word, 2012), and Mueller’s (2014) study, which consisted
of questions from a number of other HAI surveys, were not included in this review even though they were cited as tools in their own right elsewhere (e.g., Volsche & Gray [2016] cited PALS).

Conclusion

The HAI measurement field continues to expand into new territories and across animal industries. The increase in the number of studies examining HAI since the end of 2008 demonstrates the continued research appetite for better and new measures of HAI; especially in those fields for which tools are lacking (e.g., assistance and therapy animals). The shift in terminology used across various industries, and across and within various species over time, poses a challenge for future HAI reviews but also underlines the necessity for regular field reviews to assist future research. The inconsistent use of terminology and definitions of key terms (Hosey & Melfi, 2014; Wilson & Netting, 2012) can also threaten face and construct validity when questionnaires are used in different contexts. As the HAI field continues to develop, it could be helpful to achieve consensus on types or subcategories of interactions, and the factors which may influence them. Finally, appropriate and continued validity and reliability testing is essential in future research and tool use, even when reusing previously validated questionnaires, or parts of them. We recognize that many questionnaires are developed to gather data for a specific purpose in specific circumstances and not all are expected to go on and be used as failproof tools. However, refining HAI tool development in this way could help with the evolution and efficiency of new approaches in HAI investigation.
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